Four idealized direct numerical simulations are performed to examine the dynamics arising from the superposition of a monochromatic gravity wave (GW) and sinusoidal linear and rotary fine structure in the velocity field. These simulations are motivated by the ubiquity of such multiscale superpositions throughout the atmosphere. Three simulations explore the effects of linear fine structure alignment along, orthogonal to, and at 458 to the plane of GW propagation. These reveal that fine structure alignment with the GW enables strong wave-wave interactions, strong deformations of the initial flow components, and rapid transitions to local instabilities and turbulence. Increasing departures of fine structure alignment from the GW yield increasingly less efficient wave-wave interactions and weaker or absent local instabilities. The simulation having rotary fine structure velocities yields wave-wave interactions that agree closely with the aligned linear fine structure case. Differences in the aligned GW fields are only seen following the onset of local instabilities, which are delayed by about 1-2 buoyancy periods for rotary fine structure compared to aligned, linear fine structure. In all cases, local instabilities and turbulence primarily accompany strong superposed shears or fluid ''intrusions'' within the rising, and least statically stable, phase of the GW. For rotary fine structure, local instabilities having preferred streamwise or spanwise orientations often arise independently, depending on the character of the larger-scale flow. Wave-wave interactions play the greatest role in reducing the initial GW amplitude whereas fine structure shears and intrusions are the major source of instability and turbulence energies.
Introduction
Internal gravity waves (GWs) account for much of the vertical energy and momentum transport throughout the atmosphere. They also are major contributors to instability and turbulence processes extending from the surface into the thermosphere that result in GW dissipation, spectral evolution, energy and momentum deposition, induced mean motions, and turbulence mixing and transport. These influences arise because of their rapid vertical propagation, their significant energy and momentum fluxes, their amplitude growth with decreasing density, and the increasing tendency for various instabilities as amplitudes increase [see Fritts and Alexander (2003) for a review of these dynamics]. While there are instances where local instability dynamics appear to be driven by a single GW of large amplitude (and large vertical scale) in the absence of smaller-scale mean or GW structures, the frequent occurrence of turbulence in relatively thin layers suggests that instabilities and turbulence often arise because of superpositions of variable mean and GW motions that may span a range of spatial and temporal scales. This is surely true at lower altitudes [e.g., from the stable boundary layer (SBL) into the lower stratosphere], where GW vertical scales and group velocities are often relatively small, causing individual GWs to be unable to grow rapidly and achieve instability except near strong local sources or in larger-scale wind shears. At higher altitudes [e.g., in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT)], however, superposed GWs arising from many sources, having disparate spatial scales and frequencies, and achieving larger vertical group velocities and amplitudes are often observed. In such environments, ''multiscale'' interactions can drive very different dynamics than arise owing to instabilities of individual and superposed GWs. It is these multiscale dynamics accompanying GW instability arising as a result of GW-fine structure (GW-FS) interactions that are the subject of this paper.
To establish the context for our examination of multiscale instability dynamics in this paper, we first review the extensive studies of GW instabilities to date. Multiple studies have established that GWs having small (and large) amplitudes exhibit systematic energy exchanges via resonant interactions, primarily parametric subharmonic instabilities (PSI) (e.g., Thorpe 1968; McEwan 1971; Orlanski 1972; Mied 1976; Drazin 1977; McComas and Bretherton 1977; McEwan and Plumb 1977; Phillips 1977 Phillips , 1981 LeBlond and Mysak 1978; Orlanski and Cerasoli 1981; Yeh and Liu 1981; Klostermeyer 1982 Klostermeyer , 1991 Craik 1985; M€ uller et al. 1986; Vanneste 1995; Lombard and Riley 1996; Sonmor and Klaassen 1997; Benielli and Sommeria 1998; Staquet and Sommeria 2002; Koudella and Staquet 2006) . Larger GW amplitudes enable additional, local instabilities, spectral energy transfers, vigorous GW breaking, turbulence, and/or divergent energy and momentum fluxes that account for their prominent roles throughout the atmosphere. Initial 3D studies at low Reynolds number (Re) and low resolution defined the primary modes of instability and the dynamics of the transitions to turbulence Fritts et al. 1994 Fritts et al. , 1998 Fritts and Alexander 2003; Sutherland 2006a) .
Subsequent studies addressed GW instabilities at higher Re than the initial GW breaking studies cited above, influences of a transverse shear, instabilities of inertia-GWs, the roles of optimal perturbations in defining GW instability structures and influences on the GW amplitude, and the competition between, and interactions among, 2D wave-wave interactions and local 3D instabilities for smaller and larger GW amplitudes (Fritts et al. , 2009a Bouruet-Aubertot et al. 1995; Achatz 2005 Achatz , 2007 Achatz and Schmitz 2006a,b; Lelong and Dunkerton 1998a,b; Thorpe 1999 ). More recent studies examined instabilities accompanying GWmean flow interactions and GWs at very large scales at high altitudes (Sutherland 2001 (Sutherland , 2006a Dosser and Sutherland 2011; Fritts and Lund 2011; Lund and Fritts 2012) . Key results of these studies include the following: 1) GW ''breaking'' (suggesting ''convective'' overturning) can occur for a , 1 [where a 5 u 0 0 /jc 2 Uj and a, u 0 0 , c, and U are the nondimensional GW amplitude (with a 5 1 corresponding to a convectively neutral GW), horizontal velocity amplitude, horizontal phase speed, and mean wind, respectively], 2) wave-wave interactions can lead to local instability and turbulence at smaller GW amplitudes, 3) wave-wave interactions and local instabilities compete directly at larger GW amplitudes, 4) both convective and Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabilities (KHI) occur at smaller and larger inertia-GW amplitudes, 5) ''self-acceleration'' and modulational instabilities arise because of mean-flow interactions, 6) turbulence cascades involve apparently identical vorticity dynamics across a wide range of Re, and 7) instability and turbulence can extend to high altitudes at lower Re (by several or many decades) than occur at lower altitudes.
The various theoretical and modeling studies performed to date have shown that GW instability character and growth rates are strong functions of GW amplitudes, intrinsic frequencies, environmental influences, Re, and the Richardson number (Ri) that characterize these flows. Of these, Re varies most dramatically because of the increase of kinematic viscosity n by about 10 7 from the SBL to about 110 km. Consequently, realistic values of Re for the lower atmosphere are impossible to achieve at present with direct numerical simulations (DNSs) that explicitly resolve GWs, instability, and turbulence scales, except at very small GW scales. From a stability perspective, an artificially low Re places strong constraints on instability scales and growth rates and prevents exploration of the dynamics that would arise at a real Re. A sufficiently high Re, while not realistic for the lower atmosphere, can nevertheless enable nearly the same initial instability dynamics as expected at higher Re (Lombard and Riley 1996; Fritts et al. , 2009a . Because n increases more rapidly than GW wavelengths as altitude increases, relevant Re 5 l 2 z /(nT b ) (where l z and T b 5 2p/N are the GW vertical wavelength and mean buoyancy period, respectively) describing GW instability dynamics decrease with altitude and are now attainable numerically in the middle MLT and above.
We now review the motivations for broadening our exploration of GW instability dynamics to encompass GW-FS interactions. Evidence for potential multiscale influences on GW instability dynamics has increased dramatically as high-resolution profiling capabilities for winds, temperatures, and other dynamical parameters have advanced. Importantly, however, a number of key insights into these dynamics accompanied earlier measurements of similar features in oceans and lakes. These include 1) identification of the frequent occurrence of ''sheet and layer'' structures in temperature and humidity (and salinity in the oceans) and corresponding current profiles; 2) recognition of their contributions to, and implications for, instability dynamics and turbulent mixing; 3) an initial appreciation of GW contributions to such dynamics; and 4) exploration of the relation between overturning fluid depths (e.g., the Thorpe scale L T ) and the Ozmidov scale L O , which separates turbulence scales from GW scales (e.g., Woods 1968 Woods , 1969 Woods and Wiley 1972; Thorpe 1977 Thorpe , 1987 Gregg and Briscoe 1979; Dillon 1982; Gregg et al. 1986; Seim and Gregg 1994 As in oceans and lakes, high-resolution in situ probes in the SBL, troposphere, and lower stratosphere have revealed the presence of layered or oscillatory structures in temperatures and horizontal winds suggestive of highvertical-wavenumber GWs or remnants of previous mixing events spanning many spatial scales (e.g., Barat 1982; Tsuda et al. 1989; Dalaudier et al. 1994; Coulman et al. 1995; Balsley et al. 1998 Balsley et al. , 2003 Balsley et al. , 2012 Muschinski and Wode 1998; Mahrt 1999; Luce et al. 2002; Gavrilov et al. 2005; Kelley et al. 2005; Sorbjan and Balsley 2008; Fukao et al. 2011) . Additional evidence of highly structured profiles suggestive of current or previous layered turbulence and mixing events is provided by in situ measurements of the temperature structure parameter C 2 T and « (e.g., Barat et al. 1984; A. Muschinski et al. 1999, personal communication; Balsley et al. 2006 Balsley et al. , 2012 and by strong layering in radar reflectivity believed to accompany the temperature sheets having high C 2 T (e.g., Gossard et al. 1971 Gossard et al. , 1984 Gossard et al. , 1985 VanZandt et al. 1978; Eaton et al. 1995; Luce et al. 1995 Luce et al. , 2001 Luce et al. , 2007 Luce et al. , 2008 Muschinski et al. 1999; Chau et al. 2000; Nastrom and Eaton 2001; Fritts et al. 2003 Fritts et al. , 2011 Fritts et al. , 2012 Franke et al. 2011; Fukao et al. 2011) . Fine structure scales at lower altitudes increase with altitude owing to the 20-times increase of n over the lowest three scale heights and the more significant role of propagating GWs (favoring larger scales) at the higher altitudes.
Similar evidence of sheets, layers, and FSs in the MLT is available from a variety of in situ and remote sensing instruments. Here, however, the increase of n by about 10 4 -10 7 in the MLT (at about 60-110 km) relative to the SBL yields significant increases in the smallest GW and turbulence scales expected at these altitudes. This allows MLT instruments yielding coarser vertical resolution to nevertheless define MLT dynamics at the smaller scales that are dynamically relevant. Minimum scales are largely a function of Re, and local GW instabilities do not occur for Re min ; 1000 or less ). This implies a minimum GW l z leading to instability of l z ; (Re min nT b ) 1/2 (e.g., l z ; 1-2 km at about 80-90 km), and increases of about 10 2 -10 3 in the MLT relative to the SBL. Vertical shears of horizontal winds (due largely to GWs) are constrained roughly by u 0 z 5 du 0 /dz ; N owing to KHI or GW breaking (Fritts and Alexander 2003) , such that GW horizontal velocities vary as u 0 ; Nl z /2p 5 l z /T b and the more energetic GW scales play the larger roles. Relevant measurements defining sheets, layers, and FSs in the MLT include radar, in situ rocket, and falling-sphere temperature and wind measurements (e.g., Tsuda et al. 1990; L€ ubken et al. 2002; Rapp et al. 2002 Rapp et al. , 2004 Fritts et al. 2004; Goldberg et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2006) , lidar measurements of MLT winds and temperatures (e.g., Fritts et al. 2004) , and airglow observations of small-scale KHI and GW breaking structures near 90 km implying relatively shallow shear layers enabling these dynamics (e.g., Hecht et al. 2005; Li et al. 2005) .
From our perspective, the measurements reviewed above provide compelling evidence that instabilities and turbulence throughout the atmosphere often arise from multiscale (or GW-FS) interactions that may have very different implications for GW, mean-flow, and turbulence evolutions than implied by idealized GW instability studies. We expect, for example, that such interactions will include 1) enhancements of local shears (yielding local KHI) by larger-scale GW shears, 2) local GW breaking where superposed GWs yield enhanced local amplitudes, and 3) a potential for increased resonant and off-resonant wave-wave interactions. Specific examples of these dynamics include 1) localized and descending KHI seen by radars and lidars from the SBL into the MLT (e.g., Eaton et al. 1995; Lehmacher et al. 2007; Pfrommer et al. 2009 ) and 2) spatially localized (e.g., several wavelengths), rather than extensive, KHI and GW breaking seen in many airglow observations (e.g., Yamada et al. 2001; Hecht et al. 2005) . Direct observational evidence of wave-wave interactions among GWs is more challenging, given current measurement capabilities, but there is ample evidence for such interactions from the various modeling and laboratory studies cited above.
An initial DNS of GW-FS dynamics by Fritts et al. (2009c, hereafter F09c) considered the superposition of a monochromatic GW having a frequency v 5 N/10 and an amplitude a 5 u 0 0 /c 5 0:5 and an oscillatory mean-FS streamwise velocity having a zero mean, an approximately 10-times-smaller vertical wavelength than the GW, and a maximum shear U z 5 2N (with minimum Ri 5 N 2 /U 2 z 5 1/4). The DNS was performed with Re 5 50 000 so as to allow instability and turbulence extending to very small spatial scales. The GW and FS fields were thus both stable individually at the onset (apart from very slow potential PSI of the GW), but their superposition yielded a minimum Ri ; 1/8 and their subsequent mutual advection and flow deformation resulted in significant instability and turbulence having a strongly layered structure thereafter. Despite its simplicity, the results of this DNS provide a number of interesting insights into GW-FS interactions that may be relevant to more general superpositions of larger-and smaller-scale, and higher-and lower-frequency, motions throughout the atmosphere. Subject to the initial conditions employed in this study, these insights include the following: 1) instabilities and turbulence occur at vertical scales defined more by the FSs than by the GWs, 2) the major source of turbulence energy is FSs rather than the larger scale GW, 3) the GW amplitude decreases only slightly while FS shears are largely eradicated throughout two GW periods, 4) turbulence generation is intermittent and spatially localized following instability onset, and 5) layered turbulence accompanying various turbulence events leads to sheet and layer structures that closely resemble observations in lakes, oceans, and the atmosphere.
To achieve these DNS capabilities, F09c employed a number of idealizations of the GW-FS flow to minimize the computational requirements. These include 1) simulating a monochromatic GW and mean FS in a compact domain that is periodic in each direction containing only a single vertical wavelength of the GW, 2) aligning the domain along the GW phase structure to reduce its horizontal extent, and 3) imposing the superposed GW and FS together at time t 5 0 rather than ramping the GW from zero in the presence of the undisturbed initial FS. Such idealizations have implications for the generality of the results. The compact domain places strong constraints on other motions that can be excited via nonlinear interactions, as all possible modes must be periodic in the domain (integer wavenumbers in each direction). This causes the spectrum of possible GWs (potentially with wavelengths comparable to or larger than the computational domain) to be more discrete than would be the case in a much larger domain or in the atmosphere. However, it also allows generation of GWs having large horizontal or vertical scales, just as a tilted domain allows for mean horizontal motions . The initial superposition of a monochromatic GW and unperturbed FS also clearly differs from that that would arise from a GW packet with the same characteristics propagating into such a FS environment. Such idealizations nevertheless allow insights into dynamics of superposed flows that would otherwise require much larger computational resources.
Our goals here are to explore more fully the influences of FS orientation and character on GWs, instability, and turbulence evolutions arising in these flows. Section 2 describes our formulation of the problem and the numerical methods employed. Section 3 examines the implications of differing FS orientation and character for the GW and turbulence fields, respectively. Section 4 discusses our results in the context of observations at various altitudes. Finally, section 5 provides a summary of our results and our conclusions. A companion paper by Fritts and Wang (2013, hereafter Part II) addresses the turbulence dissipation fields, evolutions, and statistics and their implications for the identification of these dynamics in observations.
Model formulation a. Problem specification
As in our previous studies of high-resolution GW breaking and GW-FS interactions (i.e., Fritts et al. 2009a,b; F09c) , we solve the 3D nonlinear NavierStokes equations subject to the Boussinesq approximation in a Cartesian domain that is aligned along the phase of the large-scale GW (see details below). Nondimensionalizing with respect to a velocity V 5 l z /T b , the GW l z , and T b , these equations may be written as
Here, u 5 (u, y, w) is the total velocity vector; p is pressure; u is total potential temperature; the buoyancy frequency N is defined as N 2 5 (g/u 0 )du 0 /dz 5 gb/u 0 ; g, u 0 , and b are gravity, mean potential temperature, and mean potential temperature gradient, respectively; and z is a unit vector in the vertical. The bulk Richardson number relating the velocity and stability scalings is Ri 5 N 2 l 2 z /V 2 5 4p 2 , and k 5 (k, 0, m) is the primary GW wavenumber vector with k 5 2p/l x and m 5 2p/l z . Re is as defined above and the Prandtl number is Pr 5 n/k, where k is the thermal diffusion coefficient. The linear, inviscid dispersion relation arising from these equations for general GW orientations within the computational domain is
where k and l are the wavenumbers along and normal to the direction of propagation of the primary GW, respectively, v 5 k h c is the GW frequency, k 2 h 5 k 2 1 l 2 , and c is the GW horizontal phase speed.
For all simulations discussed here, we assume an initial monochromatic GW having an amplitude of a 5 u 0 0 /c 5 (du/dz) min /(du 0 /dz) 5 0:5 and wavenumber in the computational domain of (k, l, m) 5 (0, 0, 21), such that the initial GW exhibits a minimum Ri ; 4 in the
GW phase where du 0 /dz ; 0 and du 0 /dz ; N/2, where, u 0 and u 0 are the primary GW perturbation streamwise velocity and potential temperature. As in F09c, we also assume a GW intrinsic frequency v 5 N/10 5 N sinf (where f is the angle of the GW phase from horizontal; see Fig. 1 ), a constant mean stability N, and Re 5 50 000 in order to enable instabilities and turbulence accompanying GW-FS dynamics extending to very small scales. Finally, we assume Pr 5 1 so as to have comparable resolution requirements in the temperature and velocity fields.
To describe GW-FS interactions with as few complications as possible, we choose an FS motion field that will enable mutual deformation of the respective GW and FS flows-hence, an ability to approximate various aspects of observed flows-but have minimum complexity. We also note 1) that inertia-GWs (IGWs) having small l z and v ; f constitute much of the low-frequency spectrum throughout the atmosphere and 2) that local instability and turbulence events occur on time scales t ( T f , where T f 5 2p/f is the inertial period (Fritts and Alexander 2003) . Thus, we employ a sinusoidal FS in either a single plane or as a rotary field as an approximation to either IGW or mean motions to examine the effects of such GW-FS superpositions.
Three DNSs having FS V(z) 5 (2N/m FS ) sin(m FS z), with V(z) aligned in the (streamwise) plane of GW motions, and at 458 and 908 to the streamwise plane, are denoted cases L0, L45, and L90, respectively. The three planar FS cases have maximum FS shears of (dV/dz) max 5 2N such that the minimum FS Ri 5 1 /4. The rotary FS DNS (denoted case R) employs streamwise and spanwise mean FS velocities given by [U(z),
, for which the FS Ri 5 1 /4 everywhere. The mean FS velocity thus rotates clockwise with height and represents the limiting case of an inertia-GW as v approaches f in the Northern Hemisphere. Here, we specify the FS vertical wavelength to be onefifth of the vertical projection of the end of the tilted computational domain in order to be periodic. Thus, l FS 5 l GW cosf/5, where l GW 5 l z cosf and l GW and l z are the total and vertical GW wavelengths, so that l FS 5 l z cos 2 f or m FS 5 2p/l FS 5 10p/(l z cos 2 f). The cosf factors arise because the GW is periodic in the computational domain along the GW phase direction, but FS must be periodic along the vertical projection of the tilted ends of the computational domain (see below). This FS scale differs from the GW-FS DNS described by F09c, which assumed m FS 5 10m GW /cos 2 f. The larger FS scale here allows the current DNS to achieve instability and turbulence at larger scales by about 2 times (and a larger Re by 4 times) than studied by F09c. Figure 1 shows the computational domain chosen to accommodate both the initial GW and FS motions for the four cases examined. Streamwise, spanwise, and phase-normal directions (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) are defined along the GW group velocity, normal to the plane of primary GW motions, and opposite to the (downward) GW phase velocity, respectively. This coordinate system implies components of gravity of 2g sinf and 2g cosf and potential temperature gradients of b sinf and b cosf in the x 0 and z 0 directions, respectively. A domain aligned along the GW phase offers several clear advantages for several purposes: the evolving primary GW structure is trivial to assess, turbulence statistics can easily be evaluated at constant GW phase, and wave-wave interactions involving GWs having much lower frequencies and/or large horizontal scales are allowed that would be impossible to describe in a horizontally confined horizontal domain. Tilted domains nevertheless impose their own allowed mode interactions, and these are different, though arguably more general, than are enabled in a horizontal domain of similar dimensions.
GW velocities (blue thick line and arrows) in Fig. 1 are parallel to the upper and lower domain boundaries; FS mean horizontal streamwise and spanwise velocities (red thick lines and arrows) are shown with solid and dashed lines, respectively. Thin dashed blue and red lines show the phase slopes of the initial GW and FS velocities, respectively. To satisfy the requirement for periodicity for both fields in the tilted domain, the streamwise dimension must be a multiple of X 0 5 Z 0 /(5 tanf) 5 1.993Z 0 , and we employ the minimum streamwise length to achieve the highest computational efficiency. The spanwise domain width is chosen to be Y 0 5 0.5Z 0 to ensure an ability to define any instability structures that might arise for the cases considered. Visualization of GW, instability, and turbulence structures employs 2D cross sections of vorticity magnitude and total and perturbation potential temperature (u and u 0 , respectively).
b. Computational methods and optimization
Our solution algorithm is pseudospectral and employs a Fourier series representation of the field variables in each direction, the third-order Runga-Kutta (RK3) method of Spalart et al. (1991) for time integration, a variable time step (owing to varying velocities and model resolution) with a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) upper limit of 0.68 to ensure numerical stability and precision, and a ''two-thirds rule'' spectral truncation to avoid backscatter to larger spatial scales Fritts 1999, 2001) . Incompressibility is enforced via a two-streamfunction formulation with the streamfunctions defined by the vertical velocity and vertical vorticity fields, and linear and nonlinear terms are treated implicitly and via transformation to, and multiplication in, physical space, respectively (Werne et al. 2005) .
To achieve approximate isotropic resolution of instability and turbulence structures at small scales, we employ spectral resolution as high as (3456, 864, 1728) and (2560, 640, 1280) Fourier modes for cases L0 and R, respectively, based on evolving resolution needs. Initial conditions include the superposed initial GW and FS fields defined for each case. A white-noise spectrum in the initial potential temperature field having an RMS amplitude of 10 28 (compared to a 5 0.5 for the GW) yields a nearinertial-range spectral shape (slope ; 22) at wavenumbers k, l, m ; 20-200 relative to the gravest streamwise wavenumber at t ; 4T b prior to instability onset. To take full advantage of the cache architecture of the supercomputers on which these DNSs were performed (Cray XT4 and XE6 systems at several Department of Defense (DoD) HPCMP supercomputer centers), FFTs are performed on contiguous data requiring data transposes to successively rotate the x 0 , y 0 , and z 0 directions into the first array index and a global transpose requiring all-toall communications among processors (Julien et al. 1996) .
GW-FS flow evolutions
a. Overview of evolutions of GW-FS fields and domain-averaged energetics and spectra
1) GW-FS PROFILES AND ENERGY EVOLUTIONS
The influences of GW-FS interactions on the overall flows for cases L0 and R are illustrated in Fig. 2 with profiles along z 0 of potential temperature and the three component velocities, u, u, y, and w (in the domain reference frame), at the center of the computational domain from t 5 0 to 24T b at an interval of 2T b . Corresponding time series of the nondimensional GW horizontal velocity and potential temperature amplitudes, a 5 u 0 0 /c and (du 0 /dz)/(du 0 /dz) 5 (du 0 /dz)/b, the 2D (l 5 0) and 3D (l 6 ¼ 0) kinetic and potential energies (excluding the initial GW and FS), the component turbulence kinetic and potential energies, and the streamwise velocity amplitudes of the five largest 2D GWs arising because of wave-wave interactions from t 5 0 to 25T b are shown in Fig. 3 .
Considering first the u 0 and u 0 profiles shown in the top two panels of Fig. 2 , we see that FS shears in both cases L0 and R quickly yield regions of reduced or negative local static stability, N 2 5 (g/u 0 )du/dz, because of horizontal shearing of tilted isentropes accompanying the GW phase structure. Four such sites are seen at t 5 2T b (second profiles), and more arise up to t ; 10T b because of the continued FS advection and downward progression of the GW phase. The four initial sites of minimum N 2 at t 5 2T b are indicated with short horizontal lines in both panels for reference. The upper three sites (two of which have N 2 , 0) are seen to have du/dz 0 . 0 (positive x 0 and u is up and to the left; see Fig. 1 ), while the lower site has the opposite shear. In each case, these are consistent with the tilts of the u surfaces of the GWs, which have du 0 /dx 0 , 0 at the upper three sites and du 0 /dx 0 . 0 at the lower site at this time. These sites of combined high shear and small or negative N 2 intensify with time and eventually enable the development of local instabilities [the instability forms and evolutions are described in detail in sections 3b and 3c below] that lead to local turbulence and mixing quickly thereafter. This mixing at each layer largely restores the static stability to neutral values, though initial instabilities at these layers appear to occur more rapidly for case L0 (beginning at t ; 4.7T b ) than for case R (beginning about 1T b -2T b later; see below). In each case, successive unstable layers also exhibit rapid instability, turbulence, and mixing, which yield sheet and layer structures that persist to late times.
Turning now to the temporal evolutions displayed for cases L0 and R in Fig. 3 , we see that the primary GW amplitudes and the 2D potential energy evolutions are essentially identical out to t ; 7T b , after which relatively small differences arise and increase with time. In each case, GW amplitudes decline sharply (by about 30%-40%) by t ; 7T b -10T b , and remain relatively constant thereafter. GW horizontal velocity and temperature oscillations are suggestive of excitation of a weaker 2D component (via wave-wave interactions) having the same spatial structure as the initial GW, but opposite phase progression [e.g., wavenumber (0, 0, 1)] rather than that for the primary GW of (0, 0, 21). Additional evidence for this interpretation includes an apparent ''beat'' between the velocity and potential temperature fields at approximately half the GW period.
Primary GW amplitude decreases in each case cannot be attributed to instabilities and turbulence, given that these small-scale dynamics can have no influence on the 2D GW fields until t ; 5T b and later (see the top right panels of Fig. 3 ). Instead, 2D (l 5 0) kinetic and potential energy increases and the five largest 2D GW streamwise velocity amplitudes for modes having jm 0 j 5 1-5 (all with jk 0 j 5 1) reveal that 2D wave-wave interactions are the sole cause of the initial primary GW amplitude decreases (see Fig. 3 ). Specifically, no modes having l 6 ¼ 0 arise until 3D instabilities occur in either case. Even following 3D instabilities and turbulence, the 2D GW fields remain nearly the same in the two cases. Thus, the presence of initial spanwise velocity FS in case R has little or no influence on the evolution of the 2D GW field, but it does account for the increased 2D KE in case R relative to case L0 at early times. It is not twice the 2D KE in case L0, however, because both the initial GW and FS contribute to the 2D KE and PE arising at new wavenumbers in each case. Referring to the GW amplitude evolutions in Fig. 3 , we see that the new GW modes arise in a specific sequence. Denoting the wavenumber for a specific GW as k (1, 0, 25) , the first GW to arise from wave-wave interactions (orange lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 ) has a wavenumber
and successive GWs have wavenumbers
Thus, in each case wavenumber k 0 i21 precedes k 0 i , at least up to GW wavenumber k 0 4 5 (1, 0, 21). The overall result is excitation of additional GWs typically having lower rather than higher frequencies compared to the initial GW.
The evolutions of the 3D fields in cases L0 and R differ more significantly than the 2D evolutions. Local instabilities and turbulence in case L0 can only arise because of 2D shears and temperature gradients in the streamwise vertical (hereafter streamwise) plane. In case R, FS shears in both the streamwise and spanwise directions are able to contribute to local instabilities. Interestingly, however, instabilities and turbulence are delayed in case R relative to case L0, despite the additional spanwise shear source for turbulence kinetic energy, the doubled FS shear variance, and the potential for additional instability modes and orientations.
Three-dimensional (l 0 6 ¼ 0) kinetic and potential energies in case L0 [assumed to be largely turbulence energies, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and total potential energy (TPE), respectively, following initial instability dynamics] begin to increase strongly just after t 5 5T b , with TKE exhibiting the largest response and achieving an initial maximum at t ; 7.5T b and successive larger maxima extending to t ; 12.5T b (see section 3b below). TPE increases accompany those for TKE but are about 3-4 times smaller than TKE at early stages. The top right panel of Fig. 3 indicates that contributions to TKE by the three 3D velocity components vary significantly, with the spanwise component about 25% smaller throughout the evolution, but the vertical component decreasing to comparable values following strong initial instability. This can be understood by examining the character of the initial instabilities in case L0, which yield primarily vertical fluid displacements relative to the local GW-FS flow (see section 3b). This results in primarily streamwise and vertical velocity perturbations because of the strong streamwise FS shears at these locations and times (see Fig. 2 , top, and section 3b). As more general instabilities arise, spanwise and vertical components remain smaller than the streamwise component (by 30%-50%). TPE becomes competitive with, or larger than, the streamwise TKE component throughout their strong decay beginning at t ; 12T b and extending to late times. Individual instability events continue to occur at later times because of successive GW-FS superpositions, but these become weaker and less frequent with time. TKE and TPE exhibit final, weaker maxima accompanying such an event extending from t ; 17T b to 21T b .
TKE and TPE evolutions in case R closely parallel those in case L0, but with initial TKE and TPE growth delayed by about 1T b or less. This similarity is apparently a result of similar, strong instability dynamics accompanying the initial overturning (see discussion of Fig. 5 at t 5 5T b below) despite the earlier occurrence of initial instabilities in case L0. Case R TKE and TPE remain about 30% less than for case L0 throughout the evolutions, except during the strongest decay phase, where they are competitive or larger. This suggests delayed TKE and TPE generation relative to case L0 accompanying the greater 2D FS KE in case R (second top panel in Fig. 3) . It is surprising, however, that case R TKE and TPE are generally smaller than those for case L0, given the larger 2D FS sources extending to late times.
Compared to cases L0 and R, case L45 displays wavewave interactions in the streamwise plane, but these evolve significantly more slowly than in case L0 because the FS amplitude in case L45 in the streamwise plane is smaller by 2 1/2 . Instabilities and turbulence do occur in case L45, but these arise much later and with much smaller energies than in case L0. Case L90 exhibits only weak wave-wave interactions and no local instability or 3D structure out to t 5 60T b . As a result, neither case L45 nor case L90 will be discussed further.
2) VARIANCE SPECTRA Variance spectra for cases L0 and R are shown in the top and bottom panels, respectively, of Fig. 4 at t 5 11.5T b , at which the two DNSs have reached comparable stages in their instability and turbulence evolutions. Black and red spectra in each case are for motions having l 6 ¼ 0 and l 5 0, respectively. Note also that variances are computed in the frame of the computational domain. Both cases exhibit about 1-2-decadeshigher 2D (l 5 0) than 3D (l 6 ¼ 0) u 0 and u 0 variances at k 0 # 5 and m 0 # 10, suggesting dominance by 2D GW motions at larger streamwise and vertical scales at this time. Two-dimensional w 0 variances are also larger at small k 0 and m 0 , but by smaller amounts at small k 0 . The 2D spanwise velocity variance is also significantly smaller in case L0 at k 0 and m 0 ; 20 and less, further confirming the essentially 2D (streamwise) orientation of the large-scale flow. The velocity variances in both cases are consistent with the largest-amplitude secondary GWs arising because of wave-wave interactions, which have phase slopes and frequencies comparable to or lower than the initial GW, thus much smaller vertical than streamwise velocity variances (see Fig. 3 ). The 2D streamwise and vertical velocity variances and the temperature variances in both cases fall below their 3D counterparts at k 0 ; 10 and m 0 ; 10-30, above which both motion fields are dominated by small-scale turbulence. Crossover wavenumbers for case L0 are also slightly smaller for both k 0 and m 0 spectra. Three-dimensional turbulence spectra in the two cases exhibit several clear similarities. All show a welldeveloped inertial range extending over a decade or more above the 2D to 3D crossover wavenumbers. Temperature variances are somewhat larger than the component velocity variances in both cases at larger k 0 , l 0 , and m 0 , but systematically smaller than the total velocity variances throughout the inertial range. Streamwise spectra of streamwise velocities and vertical spectra of vertical velocities are smallest at the highest wavenumbers in both cases.
b. Case L0: Aligned GW and FS velocities
The evolution of local instability and turbulence structures for case L0 (having only initial streamwise GW and FS velocities) is illustrated with streamwiseand spanwise-vertical (hereafter spanwise) cross sections of vorticity magnitude through the center of the computational domain from the initial stages of instability to t 5 13T b (1.3T GW ), beyond which sources of instability and turbulence energies are weaker because of earlier GW amplitude and FS shear and amplitude reductions. Streamwise cross sections are shown in the left panels of Figs. 5 and 6, with the initial evolution displayed at a 1T b interval (to 10T b ) and the more turbulent phase approaching the second maximum displayed at a 0.5-T b interval to t 5 13T b . Figure 7 shows the same fields from t 5 18T b to 20.5T b in the upper half of the computational domain, which exhibit another instability and turbulence event that emphasizes the universal behavior of these events. Spanwise cross sections are shown at various times in Fig. 8 from t 5 5.5T b to 12T b to help define the initial 2D or 3D character of the instability structures. Implications of these dynamics for the total and perturbation u fields are illustrated in Fig. 9 and discussed with respect to the corresponding vorticity fields below.
Several distinct types of instabilities are seen to occur at various stages of the L0 DNS, all of which have close analogs in other flows that are common in sheared and stratified fluids. One is an extension of the classical KHI occurring in plane-parallel shear flows or flows distorted by GWs, a second comprises counterrotating streamwise vortices deriving TKE and TPE from a combination of strong shears and regions with N 2 , 0, and a third bears a close resemblance to GW breaking in more idealized flows. Local KHI in the plane of GW propagation is seen to occur at smaller scales on a number of the thin vorticity sheets from t 5 6T b to 13T b in Figs. 5 and 6. Larger-scale KH billows arise less frequently on deeper vorticity sheets that intensify owing to GW-FS superpositions. Examples of these larger billows that quickly become turbulent are seen to arise at both ends of the extended, nearly horizontal vorticity sheet seen in the upper portion of the domain from t ; 10.5T b to 12.5T b .
Referring to the spanwise cross sections of vorticity magnitude in Fig. 8 , we see a predominant instability character at early times (to t ; 6T b ) that closely resembles that seen as a secondary instability in the outer portions of KH billows occurring for small Ri and large Re (Klaassen and Peltier 1985; Thorpe 1987; Palmer et al. 1996; Fritts et al. 2003 Fritts et al. , 2012 Werne et al. 2005 ). These instabilities comprise counterrotating streamwisealigned vortices (having high spanwise wavenumbers). Inspection of Fig. 2 and the top panels in Fig. 5 reveals that these instabilities typically occur at every other vorticity sheet in regions where the GW shear du 0 /dz has the same sign (see the discussion of Fig. 2 above) . This can be traced to the superposition of the GW and FS shears: instability is favored at the FS vorticity sheets that are enhanced by GW vorticity of the same sign and that exhibit formation of layers having small or negative N 2 owing to FS advection of the GW potential temperature field. As these initial instabilities attain finite amplitudes, strong self-and mutual interactions quickly drive 3D vorticity dynamics and cascade enstrophy to smaller scales (Arendt et al. 1997 Andreassen et al. 1998; Fritts et al. 1998) . Successive occurrences of this instability are also seen at later times at sites exhibiting the same initial advection dynamics that have not yet experienced instability (see Fig. 8 at t 5 7T b and after). But they become increasingly distorted with time at even the initial stages because of the increasing complexity of the environments in which they arise. 
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5 , but for t 5 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 12.5, and 13T b .
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Small-scale KHI is seen at numerous locations and times throughout the case L0 evolution, often at very small scales on intense, local vorticity sheets. Examples include 1) small KH billows at center right at t 5 9T b , 2) lower and middle center right at t 5 10T b , 3) lower center right and upper left at t 5 10.5T b , and 4) upper left and center at t 5 12.5T b . Larger-scale KHI is less frequent but is prominent, and strongly turbulent, when it occurs. The clearest example occurs on the strong, nearly horizontal vorticity sheet seen in the upper approximately one-third of the domain and intensifying from right to left from t 5 10.5T b to 12.5T b in Fig. 6 (left) .
A third instability type seen at earlier and later stages of the L0 DNS exhibits overturning and/or fluid ''intrusions'' closely resembling GW breaking at amplitudes above and below a 5 1 (Fritts et al. 2009a,b) . That seen in the lower-right portion of the domain at t 5 5T b in Fig. 5 (left) occurs at a large vertical scale. This is because it accompanies the least statically stable and upward GW phase, which is preceded by GW deformation of the FS (horizontal convergence at this altitude) that significantly expands the FS-layer depth and reduces its horizontal extent at this location and time. Streamwise vertical cross sections at other spanwise 3722 locations (not shown) reveal that this is essentially a 2D instability at t 5 5T b but exhibits initial 3D structures beginning at t ; 6T b (see Fig. 8 ). As seen with the KHI, however, these events rapidly become more complex with time.
We now examine in greater detail the dynamics leading to the instability types noted above. The image at t 5 5T b in Fig. 5 reveals largely 2D instability dynamics until the initial 3D shear instabilities seen at t 5 5.5T b in Fig. 8 . These 3D instabilities have small or rightward (streamwise) advection velocities and lead to rapid generation of turbulence that is confined to relatively small layer depths in the initial turbulence transitions. As noted above, successive shear instabilities having this same form occur for significant times thereafter, although with increasing complexity due to the increasing large-scale variability.
The deeper overturning event in the lower portion of the domain at t 5 5T b in Fig. 5 , accompanying a layer having rapid motion in the direction of GW propagation (upward and leftward in Fig. 5 and rightward in the second row of Fig. 2) , is initially 2D and laminar but becomes 3D at t ; 6T b (see Fig. 8 ) and strongly turbulent within about 1T b -2T b thereafter. A more rapidly advecting portion of this same layer leads the overturning event by about 0.5 of the streamwise domain and evolves into an intrusion yielding a horizontally extended turbulence layer (see the upper portion of the domain from t 5 6T b to 10T b in Fig. 5 ). The FIG. 8 . Spanwise vertical cross sections of vorticity magnitude at the center of the computational domain at t 5 5. 5, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12T b for case L0. Note the relatively symmetric instability character at early times. at t 5 9T b and exhibits a distinct tilted vorticity sheet, has a velocity u 0 ; 1 and descends to z 0 ; 0.6-0.7 by t 5 10T b . A second layer is centered at z 0 ; 0 at t 5 9T b , also exhibits a distorted, but less distinct, vorticity sheet and achieves a u 0 ; 0.9. Their subsequent evolutions and instabilities are very differently, however.
The upper layer encounters weak or opposite motions (u 0 , 0) from t ; 9T b to 10T b that induce localized and small-scale KHI above and below (see Fig. 5 at t 5 10T b ). This flow continues to penetrate leftward and evolves into a long, turbulent intrusion, merging with another descending plume between t ; 11T b and 12T b , and extending across the center of the domain at the last times displayed in Fig. 6 . The second layer at z 0 ; 0 at t 5 9T b identified above exhibits a less coherent vorticity sheet with KHI occurring at several scales, stalls (with u 0 ; 0.2), and largely abates by t ; 10.5T b . Thereafter, however, this same vorticity sheet, although advecting leftward very slowly, intensifies again owing to the quasi-2D GW field. This results in large-scale, turbulent KHI that progresses leftward following the intensifying vorticity sheet that is distinct from, but coincident with, the later stages of the intrusion at lower levels. The dominant KH billows arising between t ; 11T b and 12T b suggest a small initial Ri due to their depth and vigorous secondary instability, turbulence, and mixing.
Subsequent intrusions do not exhibit strong overturning (owing to the early GW amplitude reduction), but they all exhibit a strong surge of leftward motion (along the FS in the direction of the GW group velocity, with u 0 approaching 1) where the GW and FS velocities superpose constructively. Several (not shown) accompany strong flows extending from t 5 12T b to 16T b at middle and lower levels seen in Fig. 2 . Another significant intrusion is seen to occur beginning at t ; 18T b with u 0 ; 1 and to penetrate in the direction of GW propagation until t ; 20.5T b (see Fig. 7 ), though turbulence intensities appear significantly smaller in this case. Several intrusions at the center of the streamwise domain seen in Fig. 2 exhibit quite sharp maxima.
The correlations of these turbulent intrusions with flows having u 0 ; 1 suggest an analog with GW breaking (where a 5 1 implies u 0 5 c) in which the amplitude of the superposed flow (measured relative to the GW phase speed) is sufficient for local instability. This suggests an ''intrusion'' velocity due to the superposition of a dominant GW and local FS that exceeds, or is comparable to, the GW phase speed may be a good predictor for turbulence generation, expressed as
where l z refers to the large-scale GW.
Not all intrusion events generate strong turbulence or occur in an environment that enables them to persist over several T b , however. Those highlighted in the discussion above and displayed in Figs. 5-7 are the strongest and most obvious at earlier times, but weaker intrusions are also seen to occur intermittently to much later times, at least as late as t ; 35T b (not shown). Collectively, they are sufficiently distinct and frequent features of this flow that they make significant contributions to the overall turbulence statistics. As a result, we anticipate that such features of GW-FS superpositions are likely significant contributors to SBL dynamics and turbulence statistics wherever such superpositions arise.
The evolution and influences of these dynamics from t 5 11T b to 12.5T b in the u and u 0 fields are illustrated in Fig. 9 . The u 0 fields reveal both strong layering in the vertical accompanying the FS more clearly than seen in the vorticity fields. They also exhibit clear oscillatory features in the streamwise direction (streamwise wavenumbers k 0 ; 2-4 relative to the streamwise domain) having vertical phase variations indicative of smallerscale GWs propagating vertically.
Both u and u 0 fields emphasize that the larger-scale KHI arising during this interval evolves on a vorticity sheet initially having very high local stratification and occurring at the highest excursion of this vorticity sheet in the vertical. The KH billows that arise are seen to mix the vorticity sheet and corresponding high stratification as the KH billow train progresses from right to left. In contrast, the region of most negative u 0 below the largescale KH billows (see top right panels of Fig. 9 ) accompanies the strong turbulent intrusion and the upward fluid displacement that accounts for the intensification of the vorticity sheet and the resulting KHI in this region at these times. As noted in the discussion of the vorticity fields, the leading edge of this cold intrusion is itself strongly turbulent, independent of the induced KHI. The strong initial and subsequent motion of this cold intrusion in the direction of GW propagation (to the left) is thus the driver for both the KHI above and the ''GW breaking'' below this layer throughout its evolution.
c. Case R: GW and rotary FS
The evolution of instability and turbulence structures for case R (having a streamwise initial GW and a rotary FS velocity field) is illustrated with streamwise cross sections of vorticity magnitude in the right panels of Figs. 5-7 at the same times as shown for case L0 at left. As seen in Fig. 3 , these times span the increase of 3D TKE and TPE from approximately zero to their maxima at t ; 12T b -13T b . Spanwise cross sections of vorticity magnitude spanning the strong increases seen in the case R 3D TKE and TPE are shown in Fig. 10 at the DECEMBER 2013 same times displayed for case L0 in Fig. 8 and at higher temporal resolution in a subdomain from z 0 5 0.05 to 0.3 in Fig. 11 .
As seen in case L0, the case R DNS exhibits both shear and overturning instabilities. Here, however, instability structures are strongly influenced by the spanwise FS shear at all stages. The first instabilities to arise in case L0 are the instabilities composed of streamwise-aligned counterrotating vortices in the center and upper portions of the domain (Fig. 8 , top left) from t ; 5.5T b to 6.5 T b . But the addition of spanwise FS shear suppresses these instabilities entirely at these locations and times (Fig. 10,  top left) . When instabilities of the vorticity sheets do occur in case R, the character is strongly modified by spanwise shears, which enhance (weaken) those vortices with the same (opposite) streamwise vorticity (see below). The result is an asymmetric initial instability field with 3D transitions exhibiting greater spatial intermittency.
Unlike the initial counterrotating streamwise-aligned instabilities in case L0, initial overturning at the lower right at t 5 5T b is common to cases L0 and R. Like the initial instabilities in case L0, spanwise shears are seen to also influence 3D instabilities accompanying this overturning in case R. Comparisons of the left and right panels in Fig. 5 at t 5 6T b and of Figs. 8 and 10 at t 5 6.5T b reveal that initial 3D instabilities in case R accompany the overturning dynamics rather than the quasi-horizontal vorticity sheets that were first to exhibit instability in case L0. The delay of the transition to turbulence in case R does not appear to influence the FIG. 10 . As in Fig. 8 , but for case R. Note the highly asymmetric instability character due to spanwise shears in case R. 3726 occurrence of comparable turbulence scales and intensities in the overturning region and its successive evolution in each case, however. Both cases exhibit significant localized KHI in the streamwise cross sections at smaller scales at which the KH billows are typically laminar, owing to small Re, though frequently 3D owing to larger-scale flow influences.
During these instabilities and at later times, cases L0 and R exhibit very similar large-scale evolutions, including similar intrusions. These results suggest that it is the GW and FS superposition, and the associated wave-wave interactions, that primarily dictate the largescale flow morphology and the potential for instabilities and turbulence at smaller scales.
We now examine the character of the instabilities that account for the differences in the turbulence transitions in cases L0 and R. Given the strong similarities in the larger-scale evolutions in the two cases, we expect spanwise FS shears to modulate instability structures and turbulence intensities, but not to induce strong instabilities and turbulence themselves that significantly influence the larger-scale flow. Figure 10 displays spanwise cross sections of vorticity magnitude for case R for the same times shown for case L0 in Fig. 8 . Comparing these images reveals strong influences of spanwise FS shears on instability structures throughout these time series. Most 3D instability events at early times (prior to t ; 8T b ) in both cases appear to be induced by streamwise-aligned (shear aligned, spanwise wavenumber) instabilities comprising counterrotating vortices on high-vorticity sheets. Those in Fig. 8 exhibit spanwise variations in instability structure that are largely isotropic and without any clear orientation. The cross sections in Fig. 10 , however, exhibit strong anisotropies and shear influences at earlier and later times. We noted above that spanwise shear strengthened (weakened) streamwise vortices of the same (opposite) sign, and this is seen clearly in Fig. 10 at t 5 6.5T b . As this instability evolves, it deepens and the upper and lower portions are influenced by spanwise shears of opposite sign thereafter. Depending on their proximity, vortices in regions of opposite spanwise shear may or may not interact strongly as they evolve toward local 3D turbulence. Also seen in Fig. 10 from t 5 6.5T b to 11T b are small-scale KHI arising on intensified streamwise vorticity sheets. As in case L0, however, initial instabilities at later times become increasingly complex and difficult to diagnose clearly, because of the 3D large-scale environment within which they evolve.
The evolution of the shear instabilities seen to arise at the earliest time in Fig. 10 are shown with greater temporal resolution from t 5 6.4T b to 6.8T b in Fig. 11 . These images emphasize the strong influences of opposite spanwise shears above and below the upper vorticity sheet on streamwise vortices having counterrotating character. The dynamics are different at lower levels, where we see a streamwise vorticity sheet (with spanwise shear) exhibiting a smaller-scale KHI that evolves more slowly.
The u and u 0 fields for case R corresponding to those shown for case L0 in Fig. 9 are displayed in Fig. 12 . The larger-scale features are nearly identical in each case because of the control of the larger-scale environment by 2D wave-wave interactions, which are also nearly FIG. 11 . As in Fig. 10 , but for case R in the lower portion of the computational domain (z 0 5 0.05-0.3) at t 5 6. 4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8T b . DECEMBER 2013 identical in the two cases. There are, nevertheless, clear differences in the instability and turbulence structures that reflect the differing instability onsets and subsequent turbulence evolutions in the two cases. Examples seen clearly in the u and u 0 fields include the KHI signatures, which appear more coherent in case L0 at earlier times and in case R at later times, and the character of the intrusions seen immediately below the KHI in the u fields at t ; 11T b and 11.5T b (as discussed above for the corresponding vorticity fields in Fig. 6 ).
FIG. 12. As in Fig. 9 , but for case R.
Discussion
Our idealized DNS of GW-FS interactions yield significant insights into multiscale dynamics in the atmosphere and oceans in several areas. These include the following: 1) energy transfers due to 2D off-resonant interactions among strictly periodic motions, 2) the character of instabilities and sources of turbulence in multiscale flows, 3) the spectral character of the 2D and 3D fields arising from these dynamics, and 4) the consequences of turbulence and mixing in such environments.
Here, we relate our results to previous modeling studies and measurements of such dynamics.
Interactions between the GW and FS fields in our DNSs are confined to modes that are periodic in our computational domain. Nevertheless, the initial superposition yields strong, off-resonant wave-wave interactions that diminish the initial GW and FS amplitudes by about 30%-40% within about 5T b -10T b . These interactions are confined entirely to the plane of GW propagation (all modes have l 5 l 0 5 0) and are virtually identical in cases L0 and R prior to local instability and turbulence generation. This indicates that only the FS component in the GW plane contributes to these interactions at lowest order. Where the 2D FS is oblique or orthogonal to the GW, such interactions are weaker or nonexistent. The constraints of periodicity and a tilted domain are likely strong, in that true resonant interactions are highly unlikely, as each of three resonant modes would need to be periodic and the spectrum of allowed modes is quantized rather than quasi continuous, as in the atmosphere and oceans. Our tilted computational domain nevertheless allows a broad spectrum of GWs including modes having horizontal or vertical wavelengths far larger than the computational domain and thus frequencies in the range 0 # v # N.
Despite the constraints of our computational domain, the observed interactions display a qualitative resemblance to resonant and off-resonant interactions described in the extensive literature cited above. Various studies showed a number of modes to arise rapidly and fill the available spectrum or to enable a flux of GW energy throughout an existing spectrum (e.g., see McComas and Bretherton 1977; M€ uller et al. 1986; Klostermeyer 1991; Vanneste 1995; Staquet and Sommeria 2002) . Other studies revealed strong resonant or offresonant interactions in confined periodic domains subjected to periodic forcing or sustained GW propagation (e.g., Thorpe 1994; Benielli and Sommeria 1998; . The primary difference between our DNS results and many previous studies is our initial superposition of two finite-amplitude GW and FS fields that enable rapid interactions among global, discrete rather than local, continuous GW fields. Without further evaluation of the influences of these discrete interactions, however, we cannot judge the relevance of our results fully. This would require exploration of these same dynamics in larger computational domains that would allow for more finely discretized spectra that are beyond the scope of the present study. The GW spectra that arise in our DNSs nevertheless allow ample exploration of the influences of GW and FS superpositions for instability dynamics and turbulence occurrence and effects, which are the primary foci of this and the companion study (Part II).
Instabilities arising within the GW-FS superpositions discussed here are seen to comprise three primary types: 1) counterrotating, streamwise-aligned vortices at initial vorticity sheets having a local N 2 , 0 by virtue of FS advection in regions where the GW u 0 gradient is in the direction of increasing FS velocity with height; 2) KHI at larger and smaller scales on strong vorticity sheets where N 2 . 0, Ri , 1 /4, and Re is sufficiently large; and 3) GW breaking and plunging motions (at larger GW amplitudes) or fluid intrusions (at smaller GW amplitudes) that account for much of the turbulence generation at later stages of our various DNSs.
As noted in section 3b, the first of these instability types is closely analogous to the secondary instability of KH billows identified in stability analyses of these flows (Klaassen and Peltier 1985) , in the laboratory (Thorpe 1985) , and in multiple numerical studies of KHI for various flow parameters (Caulfield and Peltier 1994; Palmer et al. 1994 Palmer et al. , 1996 Fritts et al. 1996 Fritts et al. , 2003 Fritts et al. , 2012 Fritts 1999, 2001; Smyth et al. 2005; Werne et al. 2005) . It also bears a close resemblance to Langmuir circulations in the ocean mixed layer, to roll vortices observed in the convective boundary layer, and to the primary instability accounting for GW breaking at sufficiently large GW amplitudes (e.g., Fritts et al. 1994 Fritts et al. , 1996 Fritts et al. , 1998 Fritts et al. , 2009b Winters and D'Asaro 1994) . As a secondary instability within KHI, it exhibits a strong increase of spanwise wavenumber and growth rate with decreasing Ri and increasing Re. Given the apparent ubiquity of this instability type in various transitional and boundary layer flows, it is not surprising that it also appears to play a primary instability role at free shear layers yielding similar environments.
The second instability type, KHI, is equally as pervasive throughout the atmosphere and oceans as it is in our DNSs discussed here. KHI is frequently observed at horizontal scales ranging from a few meters or less in the SBL and ocean thermocline to approximately 10 km or DECEMBER 2013 greater in the MLT. Small Ri (( 1 /4) and large Re (Re 5 UL/n ; 1000 or greater, where U and L are the halfvelocity difference and half the depth of the initial shear layer) yield deep KH billows, rapid instability and turbulence evolution, and strong local mixing. Larger Ri (, 1 /4) and/or smaller Re yield shallow KH billows, different secondary instability character, or no turbulence transition if Re ; 300 or less (Fritts and Rastogi 1985; Thorpe 1987) . Observations in the troposphere, stratosphere, and MLT, where KH billow scales are sufficiently large to be observed by radar, lidar, and in airglow or noctilucent cloud imaging, often reveal relatively deep KH billows indicative of a small Ri and large Re, strong turbulence generation, and descending largescale motions, as seen in our DNSs from t ; 11.5T b to 12.5T b in Figs. 6, 9, and 12. Examples include radar backscatter indicating deep billows with apparently well-mixed cores (Fritts and Rastogi 1985 and references therein; Lehmacher et al. 2007; Woodman et al. 2007; Luce et al. 2008; Fukao et al. 2011) , lidar measurements of deep KH billows and their descent with time (Pfrommer et al. 2009 ) and airglow observations of KH billows and secondary instabilities .
The third instability type noted in our GW-FS DNS includes GW breaking and fluid intrusions that arise where superposed GW and FS motions achieve maxima in the direction of GW propagation. This was seen to be the dominant large-scale source of turbulence at later stages in our various DNS evolutions. Our DNS prevalence of this instability is consistent with the inferred (and observed) role of GW breaking extending throughout the atmosphere, especially in the MLT. Indeed, we should expect GW breaking to play an even more dominant role in the atmosphere, where density decreases with altitude and large-scale wind shears (neither of which occurs in our DNS cases) can induce large local GW amplitudes. Nevertheless, our DNS evidence for intrusions as a significant cause of turbulence at smaller GW amplitudes provides a motivation to look more closely at observational data for evidence of these instabilities as well. Examples of measurements establishing the importance of GW breaking throughout the atmosphere include specific evidence of large-scale overturning in measurements of mountain wave structures during downslope wind storms (e.g., Lilly and Kennedy 1973; Lilly 1978) ; similar larger-scale overturning features in u profiles inferred from lidar, fallingsphere, and balloon measurements at higher altitudes; and numerous measurements of GW momentum flux profiles exhibiting strong divergence and implied GW dissipation and mean-flow forcing (Fritts and Alexander 2003 and references therein).
The wave-wave interactions and instabilities occurring in our DNSs yield horizontal and vertical wavenumber spectra of velocities and u 0 that exhibit large differences between 2D GW and 3D turbulence fields. Both 2D k 0 and m 0 spectra reveal clear approximately 23 slopes at larger scales, while the corresponding 3D spectra exhibit slopes of approximately 2 5 /3 at scales smaller than the crossover wavenumbers in each case. These transitions in slope closely resemble those seen in atmospheric and oceanic spectra spanning the transition from the ''saturated GW'' range to the turbulence inertial range seen in multiple observations and anticipated by various GW saturation theories (e.g., Gargett et al. 1981; Dewan and Good 1986; Smith et al. 1987; Tsuda et al. 1989; Hines 1991; Fritts and Alexander 2003) . Similar slope transitions are also anticipated in, and observed in DNSs of, stratified turbulence (e.g., Riley , for vertical spectra] do not appear to include significant quasi-horizontal 3D motions having l 6 ¼ 0 and horizontal greater than vertical TKE.
Summary and conclusions
We performed a set of four DNSs of GW-FS interactions employing a common GW, but having different initial FS flows, to study idealized multiscale instability and turbulence dynamics. These DNSs were motivated by the ubiquitous occurrence of multiscale flows from the stable boundary layer into the lower thermosphere. The initial GW had a horizontal velocity amplitude of a 5 u 0 0 /c 5 0:5, a frequency of v 5 N/10, and a wavelength l GW equal to the depth of the computational domain aligned along the GW group velocity. Three DNS employed a FS horizontal wind V(z) 5 (2N/m FS ) sin(m FS z), with m FS 5 2p/l FS and l FS ; l GW /5 in planes oriented at 08, 458, and 908 to the plane of GW propagation. A fourth DNS imposed a rotary initial FS wind field having equal magnitudes in each plane. All DNS were performed for Re 5 l 2 z /T b n 5 50 000 to allow vigorous instability and turbulence dynamics. In each case, the GW had a minimum Ri ; 4 and the FS had a minimum Ri 5 1 /4. Thus each field alone was stable over short times, but the superposition had a minimum initial Ri ; 1/8 in the least stable phase of the GW.
The four DNSs reveal that multiscale instabilities and turbulence are highly dependent on the relative orientation of the GW and the FS. The two cases with linear FS at 08 to the plane of GW propagation and rotary FS exhibit strong instability and turbulence dynamics, but the linear FSs oriented at 458 and 908 yield weak and no instability, respectively. Hence, our discussion here focuses only on the 08 linear and rotary FS cases, denoted cases L0 and R.
Despite the simplicity of the initial conditions, mutual deformations of the GW and FS fields lead quickly to 2D wave-wave interactions in the plane of GW propagation that are essentially identical in cases L0 and R. These interactions reduce the initial GW amplitude by about 30%-40% within about 5T b -10T b (;0.5T GW -1T GW ), after which it remains nearly unchanged for the duration of each DNS. FS velocity variances are also effectively transferred to high-m 0 GW motions during this time owing to the strong streamwise modulations of these flow features.
Unlike the 2D wave-wave interactions, initial instability onset differs significantly in cases L0 and R owing to suppression of initial instabilities occurring in case L0 by spanwise FS shears in case R. The different FS shears also lead to quite different initial instability dynamics in the two cases. Case L0 exhibits a symmetric initial instability comprising streamwise-aligned counterrotating vortices that arises quickly following initial overturning at the sites of strong FS advection of the GW u 0 field. Initial instabilities in case R, in contrast, are delayed by about 1T b and arise initially on highly distorted vorticity sheets accompanying initial large-scale overturning.
Following widespread turbulence generation in cases L0 and R, however, the two evolutions proceed closely in parallel. Instabilities at later stages are essentially of three types. KHI forms at larger and smaller scales on strong vorticity sheets throughout the two DNSs, initial GW breaking is replaced by fluid intrusions leading to turbulence generation extending to late times, and initial instabilities comprising streamwise-aligned counterrotating vortices arise where FS advection of the GW field yields local overturning. The latter of these instabilities is strongly suppressed in case R initially by spanwise FS shears. Instabilities and turbulence in the two cases typically occur at approximately the same sites, given primary control of the instability dynamics by the 2D GW field common to both cases. They also exhibit similar forms, but with differences in the timing, forms, and detailed structures due to minor variations in the 2D fields and the influences of the spanwise FS.
Control of instability and turbulence occurrence and statistics by the larger-scale superposition of GWs yields intermittent and localized turbulence sources that resemble observations more closely than more idealized DNSs addressing either KHI or monochromatic GW breaking alone. Layering of instabilities and turbulence in cases L0 and R also lead to persistent ''sheet and layer'' structures in u, which bear a close resemblance to measurements throughout the atmosphere and in the oceans. Thus, idealized DNSs of GW-FS interactions reproduce several key aspects of such flows in the atmosphere and oceans. Additional comparisons and agreements are identified in the dissipation fields accompanying these dynamics in the companion paper (Part II).
The close correspondence of small-scale dynamics and instabilities seen in our GW-FS DNS cases and those seen throughout the atmosphere (and in the oceans) give us confidence that such modeling studies will prove valuable in interpreting existing and new observations and planning for future measurement programs. These similarities likely arise because of the multiscale wave-wave interactions, with details that depend on the specific flows, but consequences for local instabilities that are common to all such flows. In particular, we anticipate that increasingly realistic DNSs will yield an improved ability to quantify the character and effects of turbulence events and the relations among various turbulence quantities that remain poorly defined at present.
